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Kassie Duke
MA Creative Writing

Kassie is currently completing her MA in 
Creative Writing at the University of Leices-
ter. She is most comfortable writing play and 
film scripts and the occasional Facebook 
poem. In 2015, she staged her first fully-pro-
duced original work, The Play, in her home 
state of California, USA. She’ll be returning 
to the US in October of this year where she 
plans to rejoin the rat race of writers flood-
ing Hollywood with their flashy dreams and 
ideas.

Hannah Stevens
PhD Creative Writing

Hannah writes short stories and flash fic-
tion and has just finished a PhD in Creative 
Writing at the University of Leicester. In 
2012, her debut Pamphlet, Without Makeup 
and other Stories, was published by Crys-
tal Clear Creators.  Her short stories have 
featured in various anthologies, maga-
zines, and websites.  She currently lives in 
Leicester with her house-rabbit Agatha.



Joanna Wilson-Scott
PhD English

Joanna is a PhD student in the department 
of English, having just submitted her the-
sis on contemporary American literature. 
She has an MA in Social Anthropology and 
an MSc in Comparative Literature, both 
from University College London, which 
combine to inform her research interests. 

This year The New Luciad underwent some changes, with the existing editorial team 
moving on to new and exciting opportunites. As such, the challenge has fallen to a new 
team to put together this volume, and we are particularly grateful to all of the contribu-
tors for providing us with such rich material.  The following pages showcase the best 
of the University of Leicester’s creative side, through a selection of short stories, poetry, 
photography, and beautiful drawings. To our readers and contributors alike, we hope you 
will enjoy the following pages, and that the work will inspire you to contribute next year.

Joanna, Kassie, and Hannah

Welcome to the
2016-2017 edition!
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HER SPECIAL SKILL IS SHE 
CAN BECOME PAPER

Lauren Foster
MA Creative Writing

Her special skill is 
she can become paper, 
flitter away 
with the north-westerly wind.
 
This is not 
without its dangers. 
Once, she lay 
for days, like confetti 

on a rain splashed 
pavement. 
Fragment by fragment 
through city dirt 

she crawled 
back together— 
admittedly, 
some bits were lost forever 

but a basic shape 
could be discerned. 
That’s when I found her, 
picked her up, 

placed her 
in-between 
a coffee shop loyalty card 

and a raffle ticket.



PASSING THROUGH A GLEN

Josh Wynn
BA English

Sloping breast of a mother

older than Juno and her 

husband-brother. Silent glen

which lives beneath.

A pewter stream drinks your water;

a leafless oak; tartan grass

the cold keeps short.

Surprising gold cloaks your flank,

scattered offerings have sprouted

plumes of highland gorse.

At your brow you rise

and the sky bends, to kiss. 

The sea roars with envy. I shake.



UNDER MILK WOOD:
HONG KONG

Anne Wong
LLB Law

It is like a bitterfrost winter, a starless scholarly night settled in the spacious 
enigmaticvilla, pitchblack and moonless. Whilst tappacing along the 
achingalleyway, the path sluggishly unravels paceproceeding its way down the 
hindinghingehill everlastingly as if it was a jugglejourney heading nowhere. 
The street preserves its deadlydesolate atmosphere with dimunitive rats and 
sneakysilent coolcats all vanished through the hole nearby the blindbrick 
wall. Houses lay in linear arousingrows neatly. Rather than flappyfragile 
hunchedhouses on frailfeeble stiltwilts, they stand stoopsteadily like 
cobleconcrete. A fine rush of wind racerages pass every direction endlessely 
forcing the trees to sing along with the swingflingrhythm of Mong Kok. And 
lively vibrantvein lights glamour brightly like festivefluorescentfireworks 
reminding the locals of joyful Chinese New Year.

Rigidly, lampposts stand reasonably firm to the grimace ground. Awaits there 
like a perilouspair of mysterious evil eyes spookspying on naïve kids fast asleep. 
The dopeydumbfound doors dauntdead and life-less as if it is sweepswallowing 
the whole area in one massive gloopgulp. Everyone lies aimlessly in their 
borebeds trick from the slipingsilent atmosphere. The kids of weary wives 
drifted in their enchanted durkydreams waiting for tomorrow’s stressy day of 
school.

Hush, they are asleep. The blabblatantbabies, the brookbrothers, 
rowdysorrowfulsons, studyfreak teachers, daintydovedancers and the 
leisurblelocals. People of the vast villa are breathing fast, only your eyes are 
unclosed to see the boomblack folded town snugsnoring. Hungry husbands 
ensconce relaxingly on their bobbyswirlingchair rocking back and forth in 
front of the fireplace adoresavoring their glimmeringglass of milk. They sit 
peacefully for hours not having to confront their cheekychildren or repititional 



telltales and lies. Wives drag their night sleep on washing up filthsmudgy dishes 
and bowls. Mugs, chappychopsticks and spadingspoons. The 24/7 housewives 
control the clinks, clanks and bangs of their equipment. Occasionally, they 
checkout on the children and find them soundless snoozing.

The chimingchill cools the villa throughout the night. Warmly, they cuddle 
cozily under their sheerknit quilts. You can sense the light blissful breeze 
ragesprint into your cochlea and vibrating vigorously in the eardrums as you 
pass. The sea raises a saltsagging odor of seaweeds filling the entire atmosphere 
of soggy fish socks. Waveringwaves hit atrociously against the wall like roaring 
gruesome monsters hungry for its fearsome prey. Similarly, a demanding 
mistress, sometimes alluring with sealedsoft words, sometimes boorroaring 
with intense brutal anger. The yelling of the sea awakes locals of the terrifying 
war, the flowing of preciseperished memories and the forgotten ghostsmiles 
twinetearing  from their once franticface. 

Listen, it is night faintswaying in the streets, the twistingmusical whirlwinds of 
Mong Kok. Harmoniously lurkwicked, the chortle bird’s tapsyncing cheerfully 
to the blindmelodic, spinspiraling tune. The clapracketing of locals bargaining 
‘peng di lah’ and ‘ai yas’ in  lavish Ladies Market. The loyal lawyers replying 
a pleasant ‘Mgoi’ after a fatiguesicken ride in the cab. Stoopstepping out, they 
centre their flapdingy tailties with little adjustment of their collar neck as though 
they are businessfreaks multitasking in premises. At Langham Place, you can 
sneakeavesdrop the shopping mama’s greeting a ‘dou tse’ after purchasing their 
pricey bag of goodies. The delicate finespun, mildflushing crisp of swingwaggling 
paper bags fleetflying here and there. You can instantly realize there was rain not 
long ago down in Arygle Street due to the wet slickslidingslope. The monotony 
pitter-patter of continual drip drops thudslapping the churlground.

Look, it is the mutedblind night, dim-witted, bandaged, eyeless and 
doomhumblydumb. Through the windows, your naked eyes can wisevision the 
bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchens but not them, the locals. It can be shocking 
to see through their mysterious miraculous eyes, their spellbound lickwicked 
and diving swiftdreams, the tanglepuzzles or jigsaws that buildbinds their 
imagination or even the mergemazes and unwinding curves to their minds of 
spinridingspirits. 

Keep your eyes open and listen to their sounds. Only you can read their dreams. 



 THE TUNNEL - Zoe Heslop - BA Film and Visual Arts

                 VEGAS - Lucie Catherine Zhang - LLB Law



THE TURN
Lisa Smalley

MA English Studies

The first I saw you

In black and white,

Times New Roman

Staring back at me:

‘The Bully’

Never thought I’d find

You there, long dead

In a field of ash

Eaten by the worms.

Fertile grass.

To find my deceiver

Was the mission.

To seek him out

And exorcise those

Deathly black nightmares.

But he wasn’t as

Dead as you dad.

Cleanly typed up

And categorised 

For all to see.

Even me.



TRAKL - 1887-1914
WINNER OF THE G. S. FRASER PRIZE

Joshua Kelly
MA English Studies

A bullet could not reach the blood, not stem the flow

Of trauma to the brain (a misfire). You performed 

Among the close-to-death and tended their wounds – best

As shells allowed – under the careful watch of those

Who hung on shattered trees, black-feathered, dun-eyed, and

Their hue a darker shade than yours. You, albino 

With duress; the ravens, obsidian, unflinching on the jutting branch.

Not even they are immortal: you saw one shattered like 

A vase (restyled into a breath that stained the tree carmine).

You chose to die then through the vein,  the barrel having failed

Your destiny. You advanced into the silence successfully.

Face up in mire, you left your unseen verse out of a bullet's gain.   



THE VIRTUES OF NAPPING
Geraldine Bell

PhD Creative Writing

When Bonnie Clutter went upstairs

At mid-day, nineteen fifty-nine,

The house was empty, but for her.

I might as well go back to bed,

She reasoned as she changed her gown.

The sunlight soared across the town.

John F. Kennedy often slept

An hour or more, just after lunch.

And not upon the office chair

But (dedicated to the art)

The free world’s leader dreamed instead 

Buried in a feather bed.

The afternoon wears on and on.

My work seems deeply trivial.

Who would miss it if I ceased?

Edison, Einstein, Churchill too

Esteemed the virtue of repair.

There must be respite from despair.



.

Go back to bed, go back to bed,

Fulfill the function of the dead.

If great men sleep throughout the day

And lesser mortals slip away

Unnoticed, with so little at stake,

What cause is there to stay awake?

OLD JOHN - Jing Liu - MA New Media and Society



CASH’S BALLAD
HONOURABLE MENTION FOR THE G. S. FRASER PRIZE

T. E. Irvine
BA English and American Studies

Though you’d catch them cry-cry cryin’,

My eyes were never blue.

They harmonised with summer skies -

Trapped in always-June.

The Crickets died in those same skies,

And I was left behind.

The King went too (Long live the King!),

Cut from Fate’s lonely line.

I wooed prisons with gilded fiddles -

Made the inmates sing,

But gulled myself, I was passed down

Those fiery seven rings.

I craved much more to feel much less,

I hurt, but never felt.

I shared a tour-bus bunk with death,

At flushed altars I knelt.



I met demons, we all shook hooves

And played ‘till heartstrings bled.

They asked me if here felt like home,

I wished that I were dead.

Nickajack Cave, my line was clutched,

Dragged from dissonant hell.

He bound me in His blackest suit -

And silenced my crooning knell.

I wore my black like His bright whites -

A promise for those held back.

Limp rhinestone, I threw down my spurs,

And wrinkled Stetson hat.

Then I saw her amongst the lights,

Her sound of summer rain;

Winter had left, the sun arrived,

                   It was June once again.
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PERSAI EN ATHENAI:
A NEW HELLENIC COMEDY

Xenophon Kalogeropoulos
BA Ancient History and History

Scene 1: (on a ship nearing the Piraeus)

Artabazos: Ah Athens, the famous city, it’s good to see you again! It’s good to 
finally reach your port, although anyone with a nose would reject that last 
statement. (Artabazos stumbles as if the ship was rocking back and forth) Bah, 
and the journey was positively dreadful, waves as big as Mausolos’ ego almost 
toppled us over! I suppose I can’t complain…. thinking of old Mardonios and 
his ships… No matter, we are here now and ready to do business once again, to 
fill our pockets and spend it all on Cyprian wine on the way back! That is the life 
of a merchant, near absolute freedom! 

(Artabazos turning to the audience) Men! It is time to don the Hellenic guise 
again, you know how it goes! Those darker than the fair skinned Greeks go 
below decks with the slaves and those who resemble their stern mug remove 
the Eastern dress and wear their unpractical tunics; we might as well be 
naked! Ruffle your beards and pretend to prattle and discuss matters of higher 
meaning as those Athenians love to do! Hide your hawkish noses and tidy 
up your long curls under a cap; try to appear as bland as possible is what I’m 
trying to say because those Greeks detest flamboyancy and extravagant display, 
except for when they’re carrying giant phalluses that is…. Ah yes, there you 
are, I can already feel my legs urging me to run like in Marathon from all the 
manliness and my small brain itching from all that philosophy, well done men! 
It is now time for me to change as well, lest those Athenians see me, a Persian, 
commanding Greeks! They would go barmy!  

(Artabazos changes into a ridiculous Hellenic attire)

Artabazos: And now for the final part of this ingenious disguise, the language. 
Again, I have to force myself to speak their funny language, to twist and turn 



my tongue until I can recreate their elaborate words, their rhetorical quips and 
witty expressions. 

How can a lowly Persian merchant from Phrygia speak the Hellenic language 
you ask dear audience? Well, let’s say that my family’s multilingual tendencies 
increased drastically at the point of Alexander’s sword! As a result of this, I 
have yet another trick to enhance this disguise…the name! My poor old mother 
seeing the Macedonian phalanxes trampling our very brave soldiers back when 
Alexander was still a brat decided to do the right thing and give me a Hellenic 
name as well: Thrasiochos! A beautiful name, I know. I spent half my childhood 
learning to pronounce it, really makes you appreciate a name, that. 

So, from this point on, men, you will be calling me Thrasiochos until we leave 
this city behind us, like we always do. However, don’t think I’ve forgotten last 
time when one of you sea-mongrels forgot and called me Artabazos in front of 
the customs officer, and the tragedy that ensued that mishap! I swear by Mithra 
if any one of you calls me by my Persian name while we’re docked in Athenai I 
will sell them as slaves to a Thracian tribe! 

Ah but as we come ever nearer to Athenian shores you might be wondering why 
go through all the effort of putting up these appearances? After all, the Greeks 
will trade with just about anything that breathes, second only to the Phoenicians! 
However, they’re more willing to barter with their countrymen, I’ve noticed, 
than with ‘barbarians’. So, pretending to be a Greek provides me with lower 
prices from the Athenians who wouldn’t be able to distinguish a Carthaginian 
from a Scythian and a Syrian from an Illyrian! Hush now everyone and let me 
do the talking! I’ve babbled enough, we’re docking and something tells me the 
play will be longer than intended if I go on. It’s almost time for that accursed 
customs officer to be upon us!

Scene 2: (At the port)

Nikomachos: What is this rickety floater entering the port? Is it supposed to be 
a ship? One thing is certain, by merciful Poseidon, this is a merchant’s ship. 
Yet another fat trader eager to sell goods of questionable quality to whoever 
is foolish enough to buy them! Indeed, merchants are the worst thing that has 
entered this fair city, apart from the Macedonians of course. But even Philip’s 
thugs know to bugger off eventually! The merchants, they fill the port and the 



agora with their loud voices, after they’ve first filled it with the foul odors of their 
“goods”, they obstruct the roads with their infinite stands and create crowds 
bigger than the ones in funeral orations! You should assume that all their words 
are lies and their prices ten times over the worth of whatever they try to sell 
you! One time not that long ago one of them, an ugly Persian, tried to convince 
me he was a Greek! As if I’m some nitwit who would believe such a thing! 

Artabazos upon seeing Nikomachos: By the Sacred Fire, it’s that quick-tempered 
customs’ officer who discovered that I was Persian! (Artabazos adjusts his tunic 
nervously) I have to play the part perfectly this time, as if I had to convince my 
own mother I was Perikles himself! 

Nikomachos: Halt! I need to speak to the captain of this…this vessel! 

Thrasiochos: I am him and he is me, the captain of this fine ship and the most 
honest purveyor of goods this side of the Aegean!

Nikomachos: I doubt that statement in its entirety!

Thrasiochos: Bah, you Athenians and your jests… No matter! How are you this 
fine day, my fellow Greek?

Nikomachos: Busy and in no mood for gabbing the day away.

Thrasiochos: Strange, I thought that that was what you Athenians loved to do! 
That, and taking innocents to court! 

Nikomachos: From whence do you hail, vagabond? The way you speak the 
tongue reminds me of a Thracian during a drunken stupor. 

Thrasiochos: Why, I’m from the beautiful island of…Thessaly, no that’s not 
right…Thasos! I meant to say Thasos! 

Nikomachos: Thasos…turbulent little island… 

Thrasiochos: Like every other island in Athens’ great family back in the day…

Nikomachos: Enough small talk! 

Thrasiochos: By Zeus are you sure you are an Athenian, friend? Because you talk 
more -or  rather less …- like a Laconian!

Nikomachos: I’m as sure as Achilles before he went to battle! My parents were 
Athenians and their parents were Athenians and their parents before them were 



Athenians and-

Thrasiochos: I’m pretty sure I understand the gist of it.

Nikomachos: You foreigners understand nothing, yet you infest Athens near 
endlessly these days with your goods and your- where was I? Ah yes! State policy 
for incoming merchants has changed! 

Thrasiochos: Changed?

Nikomachos: Aye, you see there was an incident about a month ago when a 
Persian-

Thrasiochos: A Persian?? Agh, those scoundrels always involved in dirty 
business!

Nikomachos: Yes, now let me finish! A Persian tried to disguise himself as a 
Greek-

Thrasiochos: The outrage!

Nikomachos: Indeed, indeed… So, since then, we are required to note down 
more than the name of the captain and his cargo. I need some more details 
regarding your identity.

Thrasiochos: I already told you I’m from Thesprotia, you bloody nitpicker you.

Nikomachos: I need more than that…the name of your father let’s say!

Thrasiochos: Ah my father, good man him…his name was…hm…Archesilaos! 
Yessir!

Nikomachos noting the details down: Thrasiochos of Archesilaos…that should 
do. Now, about your cargo… 

Thrasiochos: I bring the finest wares you’ve ever laid eyes upon! Purple garments 
from Tyre -although they might as well be yesterday’s laundry (whispering to 
the audience), silk from the depths of Persia -at least that’s what I call Cilician 
linen, speedy stallions from Parthia -or should I say, lame steeds from Anatolia, 
incense and spices from the Far East -as far east as I went, that is… and whole 
amphorae of wine -whatever those damned Trapezondians could spare…  

Nikomachos: All in that small ship?

Thrasiochos: Trade demands ingenuity and what are we, us Greeks, if not 



 ingenious?

Nikomachos: Do not try to flatter me, merchant! I tire of this talk and yet another 
ship enters the harbour…I’ll submit this report later today, if I have the time, 
and head to the Assembly as there is a very important election going on…

Thrasiochos walking away: You do that, gullible Athenian, while I rejoice in the 
success of my plan… City of philosophers they say…!

Scene 3: (At Artabazos’ docked ship, a few days later)

Artabazos: Drink up, men! To another successful endeavour and to all the poor 
fools who purchased our goods!

Chorus: Captain look! Men of no small import are strutting towards your mighty 
ship, accompanied by others clad in armour and ill intent!

Thrasiochos: Well, ti’s good that I haven’t donned the eastern dress yet then… 

How may I help you, friends? Is it oils and ointments you seek? Or maybe 
colourful garbs?

Kallistratos: What are you talking about, citizen? We’re here to take you to the 
Assembly!

Thrasiochos: T-The Assembly? By Xerx- Zeus’ beard, for what reason??

Kallistratos: Haven’t you heard? You were elected! Congratulations sir!

Thrasiochos: Elected? Elected what?

Kallistratos: Eponymos Archon! The most important magistracy in the city, the 
highest of honours and responsibilities! 

Thrasiochos whispering to the audience: What if I like the honours without the 
responsibilities?

Thrasiochos: I realize this is a comedy so I do hope this is just another joke!

Kallistratos: Joke? The archonship is no joke, sir! It is the highes-

Thrasiochos: But I am no Athenian! I am not even a Greek!

Kallistratos: Citizen Thrasiochos what are you saying? Have you been struck by 
the gods with madness? 



Thrasiochos: No, but it seems this whole city has, wanting to elect a Persian to 
rule over it!

Kallistratos: What Persian? 

Thrasiochos: Me! My name is not Thrasiochos you nitwit, it’s Artabazos! 

Kallistratos: By Athena, this is all very irregular.

Thrasiochos turning to the chorus: Tell him men! Tell him my real name and 
release me of this cruel Athenian jest!

Chorus: Thrasiochos is your name by birth and we’re bound by oath to the great 
Mithra to not say otherwise, lest we want to become slaves to the pelt-wearing 
Thracians. Thrasiochos you, yourself proclaimed not long ago, that is who we 
see. While you attend to state business, great archon, we shall sail to the islands 
and drink the days away, as a merchant ought to after a good haul. 

Thrasiochos, astounded: You faithless, double-crossing, conniving conmen! 

Kallistratos: Aye! They’re merchants, dear archon, and Persians at that, what did 
you expect? 

Thrasiochos: How did this ever happen?

Kallistratos: Don’t you remember? You’ve been pursuing this position for years 
now, your influence among the Boule is supreme and you are well respected in 
the Assembly!

Thrasiochos: Me, I, myself…? I already told you I am no Athenian!

Kallistratos: No one can be more Athenian than you, good sir! Your father, 
Archesilaos, an Athenian, your mother, Alcyone, also an Athenian! And their 
parents were Athenians and their parents before them were Athenian and- 

Thrasiochos: Yes, yes, I know the poem already! 

Kallistratos: Very well, we can be heading to the Assembly now, your archonship 
begins!

Thrasiochos whispering to himself: It seems that out of pure luck, or rather 
misfortune, I’ve stolen some Athenian bighead’s position only because the 
man happened to have the same name and patronym as the ones I made up… 
Normally, I would reward myself for such an outwitting but now it seems I’ve 



 only dug my own grave…

Scene 4: (At the Athenian Assembly)

Thrasiochos turning to the audience: My, my, what a crowd this is, all the 
mighty men of Athens gathered here, the most learned and the most politically 
astute, they will surely see through my ruse and then only the gods know what 
punishment they will devise for my transgression…!

Kallistratos: Men of Athens! I have brought you the victor of this election, the 
man who will give his name to this year, Thrasiochos son of Archesilaos! (The 
chorus cheers and applauds)

Kallistratos: Now, as is customary, the new archon will make a speech.

Thrasiochos whispering to Kallistratos: A speech? What am I supposed to say 
my good man?!

Kallistratos: Ah, it seems that you find yourself bedazzled dear archon. Speak of 
all the things you’ll offer to the Athenian people, how you plan on making the 
polis better and serve the common good…

Thrasiochos whispering to himself: I understand now, perfectly, and see how 
my profession is not too far apart from that of politician. Tell them what they 
want to hear, tease them with what they’d like to have and promise them they’ll 
have to spend next to nothing to get it! I’ll do that and maybe I can buy myself 
some more time…

Thrasiochos: Venerable men of Athens, paragons of democracy, giants of 
philosophical thinking and citizens of the most powerful city in the known 
world! Rumour of your wisdom stretches from the Pillars of Herakles to the 
Hindus and it is certainly (!) well-founded! Us Athenians are a smart people, 
not easily tricked and surely representatives of the most organized state in 
the civilized world where everyone is in the position they ought to be and our 
elections know no fraud! (chorus applauds)

Thrasiochos: I vow to bring even more glory to our already glorious polis! I 
shall…hmmm…. I shall expel the merchants, yes! And the Macedonians and 
everyone we hate and could ever hate! I shall bring riches to our city and revive 
the old alliances, create yet another League! (chorus cheers him on) Aye, and 



 then we’ll go fight the Persians!

Chorus: What are you proclaiming great archon? The Persians have already 
been defeated by Alexander and his armies, their empire laid low, their might 
faded!

Thrasiochos: Oh, right -I prefer to not think about that- well, as my fellow 
orators should already know, I used “Persians” as a metaphor, a rhetorical trick 
known only to the masters of the art, to speak of all the possible threats to the 
great Athenian might! And, best of all, to achieve all this, I shall require little to 
nothing out of the people’s pockets! All will be provided for through personal 
ingenuity and force of will! 

Chorus (after applauding): Archon, your tongue flows like the rivers in the 
spring, you speak with eloquence and wisdom befitting a man only worthy of 
being called eponymos archon of Athens! 

Thrasiochos: Perhaps I am fit for this position! Onwards dear Kallisthenes! Lead 
me to my quarters!

Scene 5: (At the archon’s office, a few weeks later)

Thrasiochos: The gods must have clouded my mind when I spoke those pompous 
words. Day and night, I find no rest, they pester me like flies, bringing me new 
problems to resolve, new requests to fulfill, as if I was Zeus up in Olympus! 
Commoners and aristocrats alike, they all have something to say, something to 
propose in that damnable Assembly! Who knew democracy could be so tiring? 
So demanding! Too many responsibilities…Why don’t they leave it all to a king? 
Much easier that way…! 

…And the irony, oh that irony that follows me around constantly! A Persian 
ruling over Athenians! Darius, Xerxes… they fell over their colourful garments 
trying to conquer them and yet here I am, the result of a simple trick and leader 
of the city! How am I to escape this? If only a deus ex machina appeared to save 
me from my dreadful predicament! 

Kallistratos barging onto the scene: My dear archon!

Thrasiochos: What is it now? Can’t you see I’m in the middle of a monologue? 

Kallistratos: I have to report something that might interest you.



Thrasiochos: Out with it then! 

Kallistratos: We have captured an impostor! A madman claiming to be…you! 
Claiming to be the real Thrasiochos and demanding to be restored in his rightful 
position! 

Thrasiochos: What lies! What slander! Where is this pretender held? Bring him 
to me at once, I’d like to hear his ravings for myself! 

(Kallistratos leaves the scene)

Thrasiochos: The gods have favoured me yet again! This cannot be but the real 
Thrasiochos, my saviour!

 (The real Thrasiochos appears)

Thrasiochos: You disgusting impostor, how could you have convinced them? 
You bear not my likeness and you’re twice as ugly! 

Artabazos: Twice as lucky too it seems…

Thrasiochos: Once I convince them of my identity, I will chase you to the deepest 
hole of the Underworld and feed you to Kerberos himself! 

Artabazos: Yes, yes that won’t be necessary as I have a proposition for you, dear 
friend!

Thrasiochos: A proposition? 

Artabazos: No need to repeat what I’m saying, no matter how intelligent it 
sounds.

…I propose that I leave this room as myself and you remain in it as yourself! I 
get rid of this vile disguise, give it to you and we both go our separate ways…

Thrasiochos: It can’t be so simple, why should I trust you?

Artabazos: I hate being in your position as much as you hate being in mine

Thrasiochos: I would be discovered instantly by the others!

Artabazos: Of course not! In the past few weeks, I’ve had the wonderful 
opportunity to admire your countrymen’s perceptive capabilities…

Thrasiochos: Eh? What are you blabbering about, Persian? 

Artabazos: My point  



exactly… You won’t ever be discovered!

Thrasiochos: You cannot fool me with your tricks and wordplays Easterner; I 
have spoken at the Pnyx, I was raised by a host of pedagogues, philosophers and 
mathematicians and I am-

Artabazos: An educated idiot. Now put on the disguise, Athenian and, if Ahura 
Mazda is merciful, we shall never meet again…

(Thrasiochos switches clothes with Artabazos) 

Thrasiochos: You are lucky, Persian, that I am more a Diodotos than a Kleon and 
I am letting you leave here alive… You are to never set foot in Athenai again!

Artabazos: Trust me, friend, I will only return when Spartans love debating and 
Athenians love war…!

(Artabazos begins walking away)

Artabazos: By the Flame, it just struck me as a bolt of lightning from Zeus, in the 
chaos of the weeks past I signed all official documents not with the poor fool’s 
name but with mine! Now he’ll hunt me down for sure, until the shores of the 
Hydaspis! 

Chorus: And thus, this strange year in great Athens’ history, full of bewildering 
occurrences, angry customs officers and cunning merchants, came to be known 
as the Year of Archon Artabazos, despite archon Thrasiochos’ best efforts…!



THE BODY
Joshua Drewry

BA Film Studies and English

The paramedic knew there wasn’t anything they 

Could do when they arrived and he was the same colour 

As the plum in his packed lunch - ripe and ready to eat. 

The undertaker scowled as he struggled to carry 

The body out, wishing that the man had died on his 

Day off, because damn this man is so fucking heavy. 

The man walking his dog lingered, pretending that there 

Was a reason for him to be watching, rather than 

Wanting to see a lifeless body for the first time. 

Next door, Doreen clung to her net curtains, perched in her 

Bay window, fascinated by the occasion of 

All of this; for her it was like a royal wedding. 

Yet Tony, her husband, couldn’t even bring himself 

To look even for a second, as all he could think 

Was that it would be him next, and that made him smile.



The boys from the estate circled on their bikes around 

The road, all terrified, yet all not wanting to lose 

Face in front of the others because that would be worse. 

Across the road, Suzanne was already planning the 

Lasagne she would take with her condolences, 

Hopefully before Suzanne H. at No. 20. 

John was working from home today yet his boss wouldn’t

Be able to object to his unproductivity now, he guessed he 

Could even embellish how well he knew his neighbour. 

Jackie remembered all of the times she had said that 

There was something off about him without explaining 

Why she thought this, probably because her kids liked him. 

Doris was truly shocked at what she was seeing, she 

Could not believe they could load him up at this hour

In front of the children and the rest of the neighbours. 

While all of this was happening, Alice could barely 

See through the tears as her husband was taken away. 

What was left of her voice said: “I’ve lost him, I’ve lost him.”  



DIFFERENT ANIMALS
Robyn Wilson

MA American Studies

It’s an endless source of befuddlement to me that my brother dates girls who 
don’t read. Whatever do they talk about? He’d rather read than talk. I’m sure 
he’d rather read than have sex, though that isn’t something I dwell on. All my 
brother knows how to do is read. Read and drink. His life is a drunken recital 
of other peoples’ lives.

I am cruel. I like to have the last laugh, even if I’m the only one laughing. Please 
believe that my brother has bags of talent – literally bags of it; he stores it all 
under his eyes. If I rightly recall (it’s been a long time since he’s shown me 
anything) he’s a much better poet than I am, though of the variety who ride 
rolling eyes to the peak of their success. You see, my brother, like many romantic 
poets before him, discovered literature and vaginas all in the same deafening 
blast of the cannon. Puberty was, for him, the light tap of Coleridge’s delicate, 
be-gloved paw saying “wake up and smell the oestrogen”. He’d gone through 
the entire cycle of love and loss by the age of 15. I don’t think he writes much 
anymore, and the reason I think that is because he seems to have outgrown 
love. At least, of the kind that inspires romantic poetry. How can girls who don’t 
read ever inspire that kind of love? My brother surely knows that. I suspect he’s 
grown tired of always trying to fall in love for the sake of poetry. And really, 
what else is love good for? We are entirely different animals, my brother and 
I. I don’t understand why he dates girls who don’t read. He doesn’t understand 
why I don’t date good men. I know why I don’t date good men. It’s not a mystery 
to me.

We are entirely different animals. My brother’s problem is switching on and 
mine is switching off. My brother is a natural charmer and I am self-taught. My 
brother is of a naturally jovial disposition, though he works very hard at being 
melancholy, whereas I am naturally melancholy and spend my whole life trying 
to be happy. What unites us is panic: panic over untold stories screaming in 
our ears, adventures happening above our heads and below our feet, a world 



that exists outside of our minds… A youth of eyepatches and wooden swords 
did not prepare my brother for the squirely duties of pulling pints and battling 
bar patrons, just like my childhood fascination with creepy-crawlies failed to 
familiarise me with actual creeps. An expert in chivalry, my brother, like the rest 
of us, seems to wonder where all the good men have gone, though unlike the rest 
of us, he has no desire to seek them out. Good men are nothing more than an 
area of study for my brother. He is a palaeontologist of good men and has found 
that, like the dinosaurs, whilst they are a most engaging phenomenon, they are 
better left extinct. For an expert in chivalry, and an ace with a wooden sword, my 
brother is remarkably eluded by the instinct of adventure. He is too frightened 
to go on adventures, and I am too frightened not to. It is disturbing to both of us 
that our only soulful connections are threaded with the thick fibres of fear. We 
only connect when we are afraid, though we are afraid of quite different things. 
My brother is afraid to live. I am afraid to die. I wish to teach him how to live, 
and it would not surprise me were he to emerge from his martini marshland, 
chivalrous and wasted, an expert on how to die. Then maybe he would know 
what happened to all the good men. My brother thinks you can know things 
by reading until you bump into the right words. It’s not true. Sometimes, the 
only way to know things is to be the one who dreams up the answers. It’ll be 
hard for him to accept, but sometimes, when not another hand in the history of 
humanity has held a pen the way you do, you have to be the answer. 

My brother doesn’t date girls who read, because girls who read don’t date good 
men.

We are entirely different animals, but animals we most certainly are. 



ON THE ROAD, IN THE 
RAIN

Maisie Jewkes
DipHE Archaeology and Ancient History

The rain streamed down, lashing and thrashing across the highway. He flexed 
his hands around the steering wheel, watching the water run down the glass in 
front of him. It would be light soon. Fumbling with his jacket he reached into 
the inner pocket and flicked open the small leather case. Nothing. He tossed 
it onto the empty passenger seat and stared steadily ahead. The rain seemed 
to drum on like a merciless organ grinder. On and on. His clothes still reeked 
of smoke and booze, intermingled with the cheap perfume that those women 
wore. Hustlers. As they hung around the tables on watch for the big winners. 
A good role of the dice and they’d be all over you. He rubbed his chin. Who 
cared. Once the cards came up duces, once the money ran out, so did they. And 
the cards always came up nothings. Sooner or later. Nothing. He blinked. The 
empty road stretched on, there was no one else about that early. He hadn’t slept 
in twenty or was it thirty hours? Somewhere in the haze he had lost count. In 
between the roulette tables, floor shows and endless poker games. Who cared. 
He didn’t feel tired. Who cared about anything. Nothing. There’d be other nights. 
More bank rolls and pay checks. More chances. He’d been on this road before. 
So, who cared. 

“You know you care.”

He half glanced over to the now and rather suddenly occupied passenger seat. 
The young woman was sitting crossed legged and observing him intently.

“It’s only money” he shrugged, “The world’s full of it.”

She tilted her head and smiled somewhat ironically, “The world’s full of suckers 
as well.”

He ignored this remark and watched the road. She was bound to go on. She 
always did. 



“Suckers, fools, dumb clucks, people waiting to be taken,” she settled back into 
the seat and ran her finger down the window, chasing a rain drop. “I never 
would have pegged you for one.” 

“Neither would I” he replied and continued pointedly, “no one ever fools me.” 
He looked over to his companion to see if this made an impression on her. Her 
eyes met his firmly. 

“No...No one could ever take you in, except yourself. You fool yourself.” She 
looked away again and back at the rain. They fell silent for a while, the downpour 
pounding away outside. Every so often his eyes flickered in her direction. 
She always turned up unasked for. Always on the road. Never anywhere else. 
Sometimes he’d try to pretend he’d met her before, somewhere or at some time 
other in his life but he knew he hadn’t. She always reminded him of something 
he couldn’t quite place. Like an unexpected warm breeze in the winter, the 
return of a long-forgotten dream perhaps or the last remnants of an idealistic 
youth cast up suddenly into the grey nothingness of life. He could never make 
any sense of it. Just a load of senseless words.

“Did you try a new system this time?” she asked, breaking the rain’s monotonous 
rhythm. 

“Ah hum.”

“Was it the one you were working on?”

“Sure. It needs more work but I think it’ll pay off big time” he replied, the words 
feeling dry and dank in his mouth. 

“When?”

“I don’t know” he snapped, suddenly annoyed, “you’re always asking when! It’ll 
work when it works.”

“And until that oh mighty glorified day?” She crossed her arms and pushed a 
clump of hair away from her face. 

“I’ll keep trying . . . damn it!” He thumped the wheel with his right hand, “I’m 
going to make it pay off. Going to make it pay big! Going to make it work but it’s 
not going to happen overnight. There’s skill involved, calculations to be made. 
Do you think this is an easy thing to do?”

He expected a cross, or at the very least witty, retort but instead he found her 



 looking sadly at him. 

“No, even after all these years, I don’t think it’s easy. I never have done.”

“You have to feel the cards out. It’s luck and skill” he began, taken aback and 
trying to salvage something. “The numbers come up in patterns so I have to 
calculate the . . .” trailing off he sighed. Her face was pale. 

“I’m sorry.”

“What for?”

“For shouting.”

“Oh” she shrugged, “That doesn’t matter. A raised voice. Who cares?”

Those words hung in the air as they glanced at each other again.

“In the end, you’ll lose. You can do the math. You can balance the figures. The 
end result will always be nil.”

“Not if I...”

“No!”

Although not very loud, her raised voice echoed softly through the car and rang 
in his ears. 

“No more lies. You’re constantly betting on a horse that’s been scratched. There’s 
nothing more to say. There never is.”

“How am I meant to argue with you, it’s impossible!”

“Only because you know I’m right.”

He gave no reply. There were times that he’d like to shake her and others, more 
than he’d ever admit, that he wished he didn’t find her so pretty. Pretty. Thoughts 
nagged around the edge of his brain, ones too complicated and somehow sad 
to be dealt with face on. More than anything it was her voice that he liked. It 
reverberated deep within him. Half the time he could never remember what 
she wore, only heard her voice dancing around in his head for hours afterwards. 
It all unnerved him. He looked quickly at her. She was wearing an ordinary 
green dress with a white collar. Nothing very remarkable or memorable. He 
couldn’t see her shoes as they were tucked underneath her. They must be flats 
he reasoned. 



 “Did you sell much this week?”

Her mundane question pulled him back to the dark car and the rain.

“A bit. The new model came in on Friday.”

“Flashy, was it?”

“Lord that’s an understatement. Leather upholstery, radio, bright red. The lot.”

“Good engine?”

“So so. It’s all for show really, for middle aged men chasing their youth.” In his 
mind’s eye, he saw the dingy little man from the week before, sitting behind 
the wheel in the showroom. Squinting at the glass windows, more intent on his 
reflection that anything else. The engine could have been an electric whisk and 
it would have made no difference. 

“Sounds like the wrong car for them” she mused, grinning widely at him 
suddenly, “They’d never catch it up with that horse power.”

He smiled and winked at her, but internally felt a wave of emotion rise within 
him. She was somehow more real than anyone else. All the fakers and hustlers. 
People everywhere looking for a bargain. Looking for something for nothing. 
Never looking at you but the price tag you stood beside.

“What are you thinking?”

“About you kid.”

“Me” she smiled and looked as if she was getting ready to tease him, “I’m 
perfectly normal.”

He scoffed, “Screwy you mean.”

“Charming. Thank you so very much. You’re quite gallant tonight I see.”

“I don’t know why you ask, you must know what I’m thinking.”

“I like that. I’m not a magician,” she flicked her hair over her shoulder again. 
“You’re actually very hard to read.”

“So are you.”

As soon as the words left his mouth, he felt the mood change again. Lightning 
flashed in the sky. He had almost forgotten about the rain. Emotion swirled 



around the pit of his stomach and an odd, yet by that time familiar feeling 
settled in. 

Perhaps she felt it also for she continued along in a conversational tone, “I hope 
you fixed the leak in your kitchen. This rain may flood you out.”

“I just put a pan underneath it.”

“That’s typical, next time put the coffee pot, you’ll at least be able to have a drink 
when you get in.” 

Her words fell like dead flies into their laps as the road wound its way along. She 
shifted her weight and stretched out her legs, leaning them up on the dashboard. 

“Pins and needles?” he enquired. 

She nodded and they listened to the sound of the engine humming.  

“Why do you do it?” she asked without turning her head.

“Do it?”

“Gamble I mean.”

“A habit” he shrugged, “Why do people do anything?”

“There’s usually a reason.”

“I guess it’s exciting. It’s a change, it’s a way of getting something for nothing.” 
His words hung hollow in his head. He really was like everyone else. Just greedy.

“Do you think that’s the only reason?”

“Who knows. What does it matter why I gamble? I do and that’s how it is. Why 
do people drink? Why do people smoke?”

“Often because they’re running away” she replied softly.

“Well there’s no one I’m running away from” he said and stared into the distance. 
“There’s no one to run away from.”

“People do run away from nothing.”

“Sure, so there’s nothing. Nothing and no one. Who cares.”

“I care.”

He looked at her and suddenly wished he could reach out and touch her hand. He 



wondered what would happen if he tried. The desire was strong and it flustered 
about within him but so did a fear. And that fear kept his hands firmly glued to 
the wheel. 

“You shouldn’t” he managed to say after a few moments.

She laughed softly, “What a silly and pointless thing to say. You can’t command 
emotions. They’re there because they’re there. You might as well ask the rain to 
stop. I care. I always have done and you care too. I said that before.”

“I must cause you all kinds of upset then.”

“Yes you do” she sighed, “But only because you’re better than this. Only because 
you’re not meant to be a sucker.”

Her words had a way of over running his defences. Words that stripped away the 
outer layers of fast talking and everything he appeared to be. Words that he was 
so seldom used to hearing.  

“Don’t be so glum” he continued, making an effort to appear light, “you might 
reform me yet.”

“You can smile all you want” she replied, “It’s not funny.”

“No but it seems you’re on a hopeless crusade.”

“Not hopeless I think” she replied and rummaged under her dress, pulling out 
the leather case. Opening it she looked inside and tutted, “You know you should 
really stop smoking.”

“Oh, good you’ve found another thing I need to improve on.” He took the case 
from where she had put it on the dashboard and put it back into his pocket, “I 
don’t know why on earth you think there’s hope for your cause. Half the time I 
don’t listen.”

“Yes, you do. You don’t do anything but you do listen to me just as I listen to you. 
And because for all the times I’ve nagged you, lectured you, argued, repeated 
myself and no doubt driven you insane, you’ve never once put me out in the 
rain.”  

He felt feelings drive upwards towards this throat. Everything was so muddled. 
There was so much he couldn’t explain or understand. Despite all of that he 
suddenly dreaded the coming of the dawn. The arrival back home. The empty 



apartment. The faceless job. He breathed deeply.

“And do you know why that is?”

“No”, she rested one hand under her chin and smiled at him.

“Because I’m always kind of glad to see you.”

The End
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